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Gene therapyCationic liposome–DNA (CL–DNA) complexes, are regarded as promisingmaterials for safe and efﬁcient delivery
of genes for therapeutical applications. In order to be used in vivo, these complexes may be coatedwith a hydro-
philic polymer (e.g. polyethylene-glycol, PEG) that provides steric stabilization towards adhesion of proteins and
removal by the immune system. In this workwe study the inﬂuence of the initial salt concentration (Cs) –which
modulates the electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged vesicles and DNA – on the structure and
stability of PEGylated CL–DNA particles. Previous small-angle X-ray scattering has shown that if non-PEGylated
or PEGylated CL–DNA lamellar complexes are prepared in water, their structure is well deﬁned with a
high number of lipid membrane–DNA layers (larger than 20). Here we show that if these complexes are
transferred to saline media (150 mM NaCl or DMEM, both near physiological conditions), this structure
remains nearly unchanged. Conversely, if PEGylated complexes are prepared in saline media, their lamellar
structure is much looser, with fewer number of layers. This pathway dependent behavior of PEGylated
complex formation in brine is modulated by the liposome membrane charge density and the mole fraction
of PEG 2000 in the membranes, with the average number of layers decreasing with increasing Cs and in
going from 5 mol% to 10 mol% PEG-lipid. Each of these structures (high and low number of layers) is stable
with time, suggesting that despite complex formation being thermodynamically favored, the complexation
process in PEGylated membranes, which determines the number of layers per particle, is kinetically con-
trolled. In the extreme case (when polymer repulsions from 10 mol% PEG-lipid are maximized and electro-
static attraction between PEGylated CLs and DNA are minimized at low membrane charge density)
complex formation is suppressed at high Cs = 150 mM.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Cationic lipid–DNA complexes (commonly abbreviated to CL–DNA
or lipoplexes) hold great promise as efﬁcient and safe synthetic gene
vectors for gene therapy applications [1–5]. Some of the most attractive
advantages include: reduced immune response, virtually no limit on the
size of carried DNA, and potential for large-scale production, among
others. However, much remains to be learned about the interactionshemistry, Centre for Chemistry
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ights reserved.of lipoplexes with biological systems (i.e. cells, tissues, organs), and
how to tailor their structure and function, in order to successfully
overcome all the barriers, from particle synthesis to gene delivery in-
side targeted cell nuclei [1,2,4–6].
CL–DNA complexes can be found in four main morphologies:
lamellar (LαC), where DNA rods are sandwiched between lipid bilay-
ers [7,8]; inverse hexagonal (HIIC), where DNA rods are enclosed in
rod-like inverted micelles organized in a hexagonal lattice [9]; normal
hexagonal (HIC), where rod-like lipid micelles arranged on a hexagonal
lattice have DNA inserted within the interstices in a honeycomb-like
pattern [10]; and distorted HIC phases with multivalent lipids [11]. The
main parameters controlling the resulting structure are (i) the sponta-
neous curvature of the lipid and (ii) membrane ﬂexibility [9]. Cubic
phases in lipid–Nucleic acid systems have been reported with short
RNA [12,13], and in rare cases for long DNA [14].
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different mechanisms, giving rise to different transfection efﬁciencies.
Particularly striking was the ﬁnding that transfection efﬁciency (TE) in
overall positively charged LαC complexes has a bell-shaped dependency
on the complex's membrane charge density (σM) [15,16]. Despite all
of this progress, when CL–DNA complexes are administrated in vivo,
the TE is still very low. A major contributing factor to low TE seems to
come from the coating of lipoplexes by blood proteins which may
render them inactive (e.g. by changing the zeta potential from positive
to negative), destabilize them [17], or lead to active removal by the im-
mune system [18]. This problem is not restricted to CL–DNA particles,
but common to most non-viral particle drug-delivery systems adminis-
tered through blood [19–21].
It becomes therefore necessary to protect CL–DNAparticles, or in the
more general case, liposomes, from protein adsorption and removal by
immune cells. Given the coexistence of phagocytes with red blood
cells (erythrocytes) in the blood stream, the ﬁrst strategy was the prep-
aration of liposomes mimicking the red cell membranes. The liposome
surface was therefore modiﬁed with the sterically hindered ganglioside
GM1 or phosphatidylinositol (PI), which led to a signiﬁcant enhance-
ment in the circulation time of the now-called “stealth” or “sterically
stabilized” liposomes [22–24]. After these ﬁrst successful attempts, it
was realized that other ﬂexible-chained hydrophilic polymers were
also successful at increasing the circulation time of liposomes in blood.
In particular, the use of polyethylene glycol (PEG)-lipids, with PEG
Mr = 1900 or 5000 provided longer circulation times compared to
GM1 and PI [25–30], which when combined with the ease of use and
availability of these synthetic polymers, led to the use of PEG-lipids as
the prime choice for stealth liposomes [19]. As suggested [19,20,31],
when the PEG chains at the surface of the liposome are approached by
colloidal objects, they become conﬁned, leading to a reduction of the
entropy of the polymer chain. This produces a repulsive force, which
prevents the attachment of blood opsonins and other elements.
It has been shown that cationic lipid membranes incorporating
PEG2K-lipids successfully associate with DNA leading to the formation
of PEG–CL–DNA particles with LαC structure [32]. It has been also
shown that complexes incorporating PEG have endured colloidal stabil-
ity, and their TE dropped by orders of magnitude, indicating that the
polymer coat is indeed providing steric stabilization against aggregation,
but also against fusion of the CL–DNA with the endosomal membranes
in cells, in what has been described as the “PEG dilemma” [5,33]. Some
ongoing research is now aiming at recovering the TE in PEGylated parti-
cles. The use of diffusible PEG conjugates [34,35],where a smaller hydro-
phobic moiety allows the PEG lipid to leave the complexes after some
time, or cleavable PEG-lipids [33,35,36], where the PEG chain can be
detached by the hydrophobicmoiety by a change in pH, redox potential,
or by the action of an enzyme, has proven to considerably improve
the TE. The development of new cationic moieties, like multivalent
headgroups [11] or pH-sensitive ionizable lipids [37], and peptide
signals for directed cell–receptor interactions [38], among others,
also provide improved TE in many instances. All of these functional-
ities may be advantageous for certain applications, and clearly,
future safe and efﬁcient gene vectors will need to incorporate multi-
ple functions to overcome both extracellular and intracellular bar-
riers [5].
The main driving force for complex formation comes from the high
entropic gain achieved by counterion release when both components
(cationic lipid and DNA) neutralize each other [7,39–41]. Thus, while
CL–DNA formation is sensitive to the concentration of ions in the
preparationmedia, it was found out that for physiological conditions
(monovalent salt concentration ≈ 150 mM), salt effects are not
very signiﬁcant [42]. However, the incorporation of PEG2K-lipids
in cationic liposomes, which stabilizes liposomes against aggrega-
tion from blood proteins due to the aforementioned repulsive force
from PEG2K, also opposes complexation with DNA. This is because
the PEG2K polymer becomes conﬁned to the water pockets betweenthe lipid membranes and DNA in complexes, which leads to a loss of
entropy of the polymer chain [31]. The interplay between electro-
static effects, that favor complexation and are salt dependent, and
PEG2K repulsion, that opposes complexation, should then lead to
interesting effects, when producing sterically-stabilized lipoplexes.
We should note that while previous work has shown that PEG2K–
CL–DNA complexes can form well deﬁned particles in water, and
have been used in TE and live cell imaging experiments where they
are prepared in culture media (with monovalent salt concentration
near physiological conditions — 150 mM) [32], a detailed character-
ization of the salt effect on the structure and stability of these com-
plexes is still lacking.
One of the goals of this work is then to study the inﬂuence of both of
these colloidal forces: steric repulsion (modulated by PEG surface cover-
age) and electrostatic attraction (modulated bymembrane charge den-
sity (σM) and salt concentration (Cs)) on the structure and stability of
PEGylated complexes. Simultaneously, and perhaps more importantly,
we aim also at an understanding of whether the order of mixing of
these three components (CL, DNA and salt) is relevant or not, i.e. if the
structure of PEGylated andnon-PEGylated lipoplexes is pathwaydepen-
dent and thus different whether they are prepared in water and trans-
ferred to saline media later, or prepared in saline media from the very
beginning. This second aspect is important since both methods of
preparation can be found in the literature, but with the differences
not being addressed or discussed (see e.g. Refs [18,42] and the proto-
col for Lipofectamine® 2000 [43]).
As will be seen further below, the ﬁnal structure of PEGylated com-
plexes, namely the amount of lipid-DNA layers per particle, is found to
depend to a large extent on whether salt is added before, or after com-
plex formation. This effect, by itself, is likely to affect the overall TE of
CL–DNA particles, but perhaps more importantly, it has the potential
to be used as ameans to furthermanipulate and tailor theﬁnal structure
of CL–DNA particles, designed to perform different functions.
In the more general case, this interplay between colloidal forces of
opposite sign, and the ease in which one can control them (e.g. PEG
chain length and grafting density for modulating the steric repulsion;
membrane charge density and salt ionic strength for modulating the
electrostatic attraction) can provide a suitableway tomanipulate colloi-
dal interactions as ameans to control the phase behavior of a number of
systems and tailor the structure of different types of particles. Control-
ling interparticle interactions and aggregation is of central importance
in a number of areas, ranging from cluster formation in various disease
processes to rheological control in food products and lubricants.
2. Materials and methods
The lipids 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine — DOPC;
1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt) —
DOTAP; and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-
[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt) — 18:1
PEG2000 PE solubilized in chloroform were purchased from Avanti
Polar Lipids and used as received. These lipids, which are easily
obtained, are good model systems for more complicated custom-
designed molecules, and therefore, the main conclusions from
this study should be extendable to more complicated formulations
including PEG-lipids. Two parameters are systematically changed
in the lipid composition (Table 1): (i) the lipid membrane charge
density (σM), which is proportional to the amount of DOTAP
molar fraction in the membrane; and (ii) the amount of PEG2K
lipid (0, 5 and 10% molar fraction). The lipids are mixed in chloro-
form in the appropriate ratios and ﬁnal concentration (30 mM for
the SAXS samples and 2 mM for the colocalization samples). For
the colocalization experiments, Texas-Red lipid in chloroform
(1 mg/ml) is added in a 0.2%(mol/mol) ratio to the total lipid. The
resulting mixture was dried ﬁrst under a constant stream of nitrogen
for 5 min, and then in vacuum for approximately 24 h to get rid of
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added to the dry lipid ﬁlm to obtain a ﬁnal concentration of 30 mM
(DOTAP + DOPC + PEG2000) for the SAXS experiments, and 2 mM
for the colocalization. The resulting mixture is incubated at 37 °C for
an additional 24-hour period. This ensures that the whole lipid ﬁlm
has been hydrated. The mixture is then sonicated for 7 min at 40 MHz,
resulting in a uniform suspension of liposomes with ca., 50 nm radius.
The samples are then kept at 4 °C, where they are stable for several
days. If signs of aggregation are noticed (e.g. if turbidity increases), the
samples are sonicated again before usage.
Calf thymus DNA (Sigma)with a hydration of ca. 25% isweighed in a
vessel and the desired amount ofwater is added. The vessel is very gent-
ly mixed (no vortex) to avoid breakage of the DNA chains, and incubat-
ed at 37 °C. For the colocalization experiments, YOYO-1 1 mM solution
in DMSO (Molecular Probes) is added in a ratio 1:26 base pairs before
incubation. After 24 h the mixture is homogeneous and the DNA con-
centration is determinedwith a NanoDrop spectrometer before stor-
age at 4 °C. For X-ray samples, the used DNA concentration was ca.
3 mg/ml. For the colocalization samples, the DNA concentration
was ca. 0.12 mg/ml.
In addition to the membrane charge density (σM) and amount of
PEG2K (Table 1), an additional composition parameter in the complexes
is the charge ratio ρ, which is the ratio of cationic to anionic charges
(ρ = nDOTAP/2nDNAbp, where nDOTAP and nDNAbp stand for mole of
DOTAP and DNA base pairs in the sample, respectively). For ρ =
0.5, the complexes are overall negatively charged, and there is
excess of free DNA in the solution. For ρ = 1 the complexes are
practically neutral. For ρ = 3 the complexes are overall positively
charged and there is excess of free liposome in the solution. TE
studies in the past have shown that only positively charged com-
plexes are able to transfect. One of the most efﬁcient charge ratios
is ρ = 10, and for that reason, this ratio is also studied in this work.2.1. Complex preparation
Two preparationmethods are studied in this work. In the ﬁrst, the
complexes are prepared in water, and transferred later to saline
media. This method will be nicknamed “After”. In the second, when
cationic lipid and DNA are mixed, they are already in saline media.
This method will be nicknamed “Before”. The salt compositions 50,
100 and 150 mM NaCl were studied. In addition, we studied also
DMEM (Dulbecco's Modiﬁed Eagle Medium), since it is a common
preparation media used in several TE studies, with ionic strength
close to physiological conditions (≈150 mM monovalent salt).
Regardless of the preparation methods, the amount of DNA in SAXS
samples is ﬁxed to 25 μg for ρ N 0.5, and 50 μg for ρ = 0.5. For
colocalization samples, the amount of DNA is ﬁxed to 0.5 μg and
ρ = 5. The amount of lipid is added according to ρ.
After: for the SAXS measurements, lipid and DNA are added to an
Eppendorf tube, and centrifuged for 10 min at 21 000 rpm. If a pellet
has not been formed, the tube is vortexed for ca. 5 s, and centrifuged
for 30 min more. The tube is put at 4 °C for ca. 24 h, and after, the
required volume of a NaCl 300 mM solution is added to adjust to the
ﬁnal desired salt concentration. In the case of DMEM, we added a vol-
ume of 1.5 ml to the pellets, so that the volume of the CL–DNA pellet
plus supernatant has a small dilution effect on the DMEM composition.Table 1
Used lipid compositions. All units are molar %.
% mol/mol 0% PEG2K 5% PEG2K
DOTAP DOPC DOTAP DO
High σM ≈ 11 × 10−3 e·Å−2 80 20 80 15
Low σM ≈ 4 × 10−3 e·Å−2 30 70 30 65After 2 days at 4 °C, the pellets are transferred to quartz X-ray capil-
laries (Hilgenberg), which are subsequently ﬂame sealed to avoid
solvent losses. The samples are, as much as possible, kept at 4 °C,
except for ca. 12 h before the measurements. For the colocalization
experiments, the vesicles and DNA aremixed (ρ = 5) and gently ho-
mogenized. An equal volume of 300 mM NaCl is added after 24 h, to
bring the total salt concentration to 150 mM. Colocalization mea-
surements were performed 30 min and 24 h after salt addition.
Before: The process is identical to the previous, with the difference
that DNA is transferred to an Eppendorf tube, and the required volume
of a NaCl 300 mM solution is added. The Eppendorf tube is homoge-
nized, and subsequently the calculated volume of cationic lipid is
added to the DNA in salt. (We also tested with both lipid and DNA
already in salt, and the results are identical). In this way, DNA and
lipid mix already under saline conditions. For the colocalization ex-
periments, DNA is added to a 300 mM NaCl solution (the volume is
set in such a way that when adding the liposome solution, the total
salt concentration is 150 mM). The sample is gently homogenized,
and the corresponding volume of vesicles is added after. The sample
is again gently homogenized. Colocalization measurements were
performed 30 min and 24 h after the liposome addition.
2.2. Colocalization
For ﬂuorescence colocalization studies, samples were prepared
by applying 2 μl of CL–DNA complex containing solution between
a glass slide and coverslip which was sealed using vacuum grease.
Images were acquired at the NRI-MCDB Microscopy Facility at UC-
Santa Barbara. The imaging system is an Olympus DSU equipped
with a LUCPLanFLN 40× objective. YOYO-1 dye was visualized
using a 89000 Sedat Quad Filter with excitation/emission of 490/
525 nm while the Texas-Red dye was visualized using a Semrock
Pinkel Filter with em/ex of 589/639 nm. Images were captured
using a Hamamatsu ImagEM CCD Camera (C9100-13) where both
camera and microscope are controlled via Metamorph software.
2.3. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
Small-angle X-ray diffraction was performed at beamline 4–2 of the
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) and in our in-house
device. At the SSRL, the data was collected in different runs. The used
X-ray wavelength (λ) was either 1.24 or 1.1 Å, and the sample to de-
tector distance was either 0.5 or 1.2 m. Data were collected on a MX-
225 Rayonix CCD detector. The resolution of the instrument (full-
width-at-half-maximum — FWHM) was estimated from the geome-
try of the instrument, and is ≈1.3–1.8 × 10−3 Å−1 (depending on
the exact conﬁguration). The in-house instrument uses a ﬁxed X-
ray generator tube (λ = 1.54 Å), and a Mar345 detector at a
sample-to-detector distance of 1.4 m. Each conﬁgurationwas calibrat-
ed with Silver Behenate, and the data expressed in I(q) vs. scattering
vector (q). The obtained 2-D scattering patternswere radially integrated
either with Fit2D (ESRF) or SAXSi (Roy Beck) programs, and corrected
for background by subtracting the signal of a capillary ﬁlled with water.
Most of the samples showa scattering pattern typical of lamellar com-
plexes with DNA monolayers sandwiched between the lipid bilayers [7].
Layered arrangements have Bragg peaks repeating at q00l with l =10% PEG2K
PC 18:1-PEG2K PE DOTAP DOPC 18:1-PEG2K PE
5 80 10 10
5 30 60 10
401B.F.B. Silva et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1838 (2014) 398–4121,2,3…, where the lamellar lattice spacingd (d = δ + dw,with δ standing
for the bilayer and dw for the water thicknesses) is obtained by d = 2π/
q001. In these LαC phases the in-plane periodic arrangement of DNA rods
sandwiched between the lipid bilayers also gives rise to a peak of periodic
distance dDNA = 2π/qDNA, and is dependent on σM, ρ and PEG2K%
[7,32,42]. More structural information is included in the shape of these
peaks [44–48], as will be seen below. As a general guideline, narrower
peaks imply amore organized structure than broad peaks (e.g. the lamel-
lar arrangement has a higher order than the DNA arrangement). dw in
well structured complexes is 25 Å (the diameter of hydrated DNA).
In three-dimensional (3D)materials where the density is periodical-
ly modulated along 1D (e.g. smectic A liquid crystals (LCs) and lyotropic
LC multilamellar membranes) true long-range order is destroyed by
thermally induced layer displacements that diverge logarithmically
with sample size (the well established Landau-Peierls effect [49,50]).
Hence, the structure factor of the lamellar phase exhibits power law sin-
gularities rather than δ-function Bragg diffraction peaks, characteristic
of long-range order. These effects are included in the original calculation
of the smectic A structure factor by Caillé [44] and have been demon-
strated in thermotropic [46] and lyotropic LC systems [45]. Here, we
are also interested in the number of layers (nL) in complexes and there-
fore, ﬁnite size effects are also incorporated in the theory, as well as a
powder average over all orientations [45]. We used the expression
from Ref [45] for ﬁts of the SAXS data to the theoretical X-ray intensity:
S qð Þ ¼ 4 2πð Þ
2
q
Z∞
0
dz cos q00lzð Þ exp −z2π=L2
 h iZ∞
0
ρdρ
 2a
ρ
 2η
exp −η00lE1
ρ2

4λz
   sin qz2 þ ρ2 1=2
z2 þ ρ2 1=2 exp −ρ2π=L2
 264
3
75
:
ð1Þ
Here, q and z are reciprocal and real space lengths; q00l is the position
of the lamellar peak 00 l; L is the domain size; a is of the order of
intermolecular distance; η00l is a ﬁtting parameter, and if smaller than
1, η00l ≡ (l2q00lkBT)/(8π(BK)0.5), with kB being the Boltzmann constant,
T as the absolute temperature, B as the bulk compressional modulus,
and K as the bulk bending elasticity; E1 is the exponential integral;
and λ is the penetration length, a ﬁtting parameter, typically ≈10 Å.
The domain size L is a central parameter in this work, since it provides
the lengths over which the lamellar layers are coherent [45], which in
the case of discrete particles directly relates with the particle size, and
hence, with the number of layers per particle.
L is also approximately ≈2π/FWHM of the lamellar peak. When LαC
complexes have large domain sizes, the lamellar peak's FWHM starts de-
creasing, becoming comparable to the resolution of the instrument. The
measured domain size from complexes is then convoluted with the res-
olution of the instrument. Because both the instrument resolution and
Eq. (1) can be both approximated by Gaussian equations, the measured
domain size (L) is a sum of both Gaussians, and the corrected domain
size (LT) can be calculated with reasonable accuracy according to
2π
L
 2
¼ 2π
LT
 2
þ FWHM2 ð2ÞFig. 1. Colocalization assaywith dual ﬂuorescent labeling of CL–DNA complexes allows for si-
multaneous imaging of lipid (left column) and DNA (middle column). Differential-
Interference-Contrast (DIC)micrographs are shownon the right column. (a)Highmembrane
charge density complexes (σM ≈ 11 × 10−3 e·Å−2) without PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC; 80/20,
c.f. Table 1) show strong colocalization when formed in either water or 150 mM NaCl. At
high salt concentration, complexes aggregate and form large (N1 μm) aggregates. (b, c)
High σM complexes containing 5% (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/15/5) or 10% PEG2K (DOTAP/
DOPC/PEG2K; 80/10/10) show strong colocalization but remain as diffraction limited objects
in salt buffer. (d) At lowmembrane charge density (σM ≈ 4 × 10−3 e·Å−2) and 10% PEG2K
(DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 30/60/10), complexes formed in 150 mM NaCl show reduced
colocalization. All scale bars (lower right corner of DIC micrographs) are 5 μm.
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(nL) per complexed particle, which is central in this study, is then easily
obtained through nL = LT/d. When the particles' FWHM becomes com-
parable to the instrument resolution, the domain size L andnL determina-
tion becomes limited by resolution, and the real nL is likely to be larger
than the determined nL. This occurs at nL ≈ 60.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. High membrane charge density
We studied the formation of un-PEGylated, and PEGylated (5 and
10% mol/mol) complexes in salt through two different pathways. In
the ﬁrst, the complexes are prepared in water, and salt is added 24 h
later (referred to as the “after” method). In the second, the complexes
are formed in saline conditions (referred to as the “before” method).
We studied gradual additions of NaCl up to 150 mM(close to physiolog-
ical concentration), and also DMEM, which is a culture media widely
used in transfection efﬁciency (TE) studies, with salt concentration
≈150 mM. The inﬂuence of various compositional parameters from
the complexes, such asmembrane charge density (σM), positive to neg-
ative lipid/DNA charge ratio (ρ), and PEG2K molar fraction in the lipid
membrane (%PEG2K) was also studied.
For all the conditions studied, liposomes and DNA associated with
each other, as demonstrated with colocalization experiments. As can
be seen in Fig. 1, in the absence of salt, discrete objects showing co-
localized ﬂuorescence of lipid and DNA dyes are seen for all the condi-
tions at high σM and ρ = 5 (for the entire colocalization results, c.f.
Fig. S1 in the supporting information (SI)). In the case of PEGylated com-
plexes (middle and lower panels) the particles are only seen in the ﬂuo-
rescent mode (not in the DIC), which means they are smaller than
≈0.2 μm (the optical limit). When salt is added (before and after
methods), the unPEGylated particles aggregate (due to Van de Waals
attractions) into large objects, since the charge that was giving them
colloidal stability is now screened. PEGylated particles, on the other
hand, keep their small size. Nonetheless, no signiﬁcant differences are
observed between the two preparation methods at this (ﬂuorescence
microscopy) scale. The only exception is found for low σM at 10%
PEG2K, where reduced colocalization is observed. The most impor-Fig. 2. SAXS proﬁles of high membrane charge density (σM ≈ 11 × 10−3 e·Å−2) complexes
(DOTAP/DOPC; 80/20); (b) 5% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/15/5) and (c) 10% PEG2K (DO
with post added salt or DMEM; gray lines: complexes prepared in salt or DMEM (“before” me
narrow and broad LαC peaks. SAXS proﬁles obtained at the in-house instrument have a lower htant information obtained with this technique is that regardless of
the preparation mode (before or after), lipid and DNA associate.
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was used to gain information
into the nanostructure of these objects.
In Fig. 2 the radially averaged SAXS proﬁles from the high σM
(≈11 × 10−3 e·Å−2) complexes at ρ = 3 are shown for PEG2K = 0,
5 and 10%, and for various salt concentrations. In Fig. 3, SAXS proﬁles
are shown for CL–DNA complexes at different charge ratios for ﬁxed
[NaCl] = 150 mM (comparable to the ionic strength of DMEM). The
remaining SAXS data for high σM and low σM, different mol% PEG2K,
and ρ, can be found on the supporting information (Figs. S2, S3 and S4).
Asmentioned below (c.f. SAXS inmethods section)most of the sam-
ples show a scattering pattern typical of lamellar complexes with DNA
monolayers sandwiched between the lipid bilayers [7] (Fig. 2). On a
larger length scale, the complexes consist of ﬁnite sized multilamellar
particles with overall spherical shape (where the internal lamellar
structure exhibits LC defects consisting either of stacks of bilayers with
disclination defects, or spherulite-like onions with concentric layers)
[7,8,51]. The average size of these particles is between 50 and 110 nm
radius, as measured with dynamic light scattering [36].
When salt is added to complexes formed inwater, or before complex
formation, the LαC and DNA peak positions shift slightly, as expected
from previous experiments [42] (c.f. Fig. S5 in SI). However, there is a
higher shift to lower q in the complexes prepared in salt. Regardless of
this, it is in the shape of the peaks that the highest differences between
both methods of preparation are observed. As can be seen in Fig. 2, in
the complexes where salt is added after complex formation, there are
no strong changes in the scattering proﬁles as a function of salt concen-
tration. Namely, the width of themain Bragg peak is not affected to any
strong extent. This is true regardless of the amount of PEG2K. In con-
trast, for the complexes where salt is added before complex formation,
one starts to see some slight broadening of the main Bragg peak at
100 mM NaCl for non-PEGylated complexes. For 5% PEG2K complexes,
differences start to occur already at 50 mM NaCl, where the main
Bragg peak seems now to be composed by two populations: one
where the peak is narrow, and the other where the peak is broad. This
trend continues as the salt concentration rises, and thebroadpopulation
starts to be more predominant than the narrow one. At 150 mM NaCl
the narrow population is barely visible, and when the media is DMEM,as a function of salt concentration and compared to DMEM, at ρ = 3, with (a) no PEG2K
TAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/10/10). Black lines: complexes prepared in water (“after”method),
thod). Arrows in (a) indicate LαC peaks. Arrows in (b) and (c) indicate obvious overlap of
igh-q range.
Fig. 3. SAXS proﬁles for positive (ρ N 1), isoelectric (ρ = 1) and negative (ρ b 1) complexes with high σM (σM ≈ 11 × 10−3 e·Å−2). (a) 0% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC; 80/20), (b) 5% PEG2K
(DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/15/5), and (c) 10% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/10/10). In all cases, NaCl concentration is 150 mM. Black lines: complexes prepared inwater (“after”meth-
od); gray lines: complexes prepared in salt (“before”method).
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becomes even more dramatic for complexes where salt is added before
complex formation. Now, at 50 mMNaCl, themain Bragg peak is essen-
tially dominated by the broad population, with only a small fraction of
the narrow one. At 100 mM NaCl the Bragg peak is extremely broad,
with no signs of the narrow population. Also at this point (100 mM
NaCl), a second broad peak at ca. q ≈ 0.06 Å−1 starts to be visible.
The intensity of this lower q peak keeps increasing as the salt concentra-
tion is increased, overlapping signiﬁcantly with the original LαC broad
peak at 150 mM NaCl and DMEM, making it more difﬁcult to distin-
guish. This low q (≈0.06 Å−1) peak is also observed in solutions of lipo-
somes in water and 150 mM salt (in salt the peak becomes narrower),
without DNA (c.f. Fig. S6 in SI). Therefore, this peak does not correspond
to lipid-DNA LαC particles. The fact that the signal from lipid alone
becomes comparable to the LαC peak indicates that for these conditions,
complexation is not as complete as in the remaining ones (lower
%PEG2K or lower salt).
These global trends are also observed for ρ = 0.5, 1 and 10 com-
plexes (Fig. 3). The complexes where salt is added after complex for-
mation have, in general, narrower Bragg peaks than the complexes
where salt is added before. Each of these narrow or broad peaks is
stable with time, for at least two months. The exception occurs at
10% PEG2K ρ = 0.5, where complexation does not seem to occur. It
is also visible that in PEGylated complexes, on the negative and neu-
tral side (ρ = 0.5 and 1) particles have slightly broader peaks than
ρ = 3 and 10, when salt is added after. The ≈0.06 Å−1 peak is also
seen to be more clear at high ρ, which is expected since lipid is
present in higher amounts.
At low σM (Figs. S3 and S4 in SI) the same general trends are ob-
served for un-PEGylated complexes and PEGylated complexes at low
salt (up to 100 mM). At that point, as we move to 150 mM NaCl, a
new regime seems to be entered, with the scattering pattern attrib-
uted to LαC being replaced with novel features. This new regime will
be discussed further below.
3.2. Fits of SAXS data to theoretical model
The differences in the shape of the Bragg peaks can be better quanti-
ﬁedwith themeans of line-shape analysis. Here we use Eq. (1) to ﬁt themain lamellar peak, which yields an accurate estimate of the peak
position (q001), lamellar spacing (d) and number of layers (nL) in
the complex.
Fig. 4 shows some representative ﬁttings on narrow and two-
population peaks. Fig. 4a is a typical example of a narrow peak (hence
with large nL). The ﬁtting is very good in most of the data range, but
fails slightly near the tail region. There are two main reasons for this.
In the ﬁrst place, Eq. (1) was deduced for the case of stacked ﬂuid layers
(lamellar phase). Since in the LαC phase there is also DNA sandwiched
between bilayers in the aqueous region, this causes somemodiﬁcations
in the Hamiltonian of the bilayer sheets. Therefore it is not surprising
that some deviations occur, especially at large |q–q001|, where the mod-
ulations of the bilayer shape due to coupling to the DNAmonolayermay
be more important, and which is indeed observed. At low |q–q001|,
which is the most important region in terms of obtaining the number
of layers nL, the ﬁtting is very good. In the second place, in the ﬁtting
procedure a single nL (or L) is being assumed, which is an approxima-
tion. Indeed, there should be some polydispersity in nL, which would
also contribute to a slightly different shape. In order to include polydis-
persity effects, either a thorough characterization of the complexeswith
cryo-TEMwould need to be performed, which is out of the scope of this
work, or a distribution function with standard deviation would need to
be included in Eq. (1), introducing onemore ﬁtting parameter. Since the
ﬁttingwith a single nL is very good inmost of the data range, and always
reproduces well the peak's full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), we
prefer to avoid that extra complication. In some samples, there is an ob-
vious coexistence of two peaks (c.f. arrows in Fig. 2b and c). In these
cases, and since the coexistence is obvious by visual inspection, the
data is ﬁtted as a sum of two peaks (c.f. Fig. 4b).
In Fig. 5, the ﬁtting results are shown for the three PEG2K composi-
tions (0, 5 and 10%), for high and low σM at ρ = 3, as a function of salt
(c.f. Fig. S7 in SI for the ﬁtting results at ρ = 0.5). The overall picture
obtained by examining the scattering patterns in Figs. 2 and 3 is con-
ﬁrmed. As can be seen, complexes initially prepared in water have
about 20–40 layers (independent of the PEG2K coverage) and do
not present signiﬁcant changes in the number of lamellar layers as
the salt concentration is increased. In contrast, when the complexes
are prepared in saline conditions, the differences are striking. For
non-PEGylated complexes, this difference is not yet very signiﬁcant.
Fig. 4. Representative ﬁgs. of the SAXS data ﬁtting with the Caillè equation for high σM
(≈11 × 10−3 e·Å−2) complexes. (a) 0% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC; 80/20), ρ = 3, 50 mM
NaCl added after. (b) 5% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/15/5), ρ = 3, 150 mM NaCl
added before. (c) 10% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/10/10), ρ = 3, 150 mM NaCl
added before. In the cases where two peaks are present, the green and cyano lines repre-
sent the individual peak ﬁttings, and the red line their sum. (b) is a typical examplewhere
the coexistence of two LαC populations (or two overlappedpeaks) is obvious. (c) is a typical
example where a peak at low q (≈0.06 Å−1) overlapping with the LαC peak is observed.
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is slightly larger for 50 and 100 mM NaCl, and smaller for 150 mM
NaCl and DMEM. This nearly pathway-independent complex formation
result indicates that such complexes are at, or near equilibrium. In
PEGylated complexes the differences between both methods of prepa-
ration are much larger, indicative of the presence of kinetically trapped
complexes. In 5% PEG2K complexes, two populations of particles are
found when the complexes are formed under saline conditions. One
population with a large number of layers (nL ≈ 40–50), gives rise to
the narrow peak, and another population with a low number of layers
(nL ≈ 4), gives rise to the broad peak. The relative areas of each peak
(obtained in the ﬁtting) roughly indicate the relative volume of high
and low nL particles, shown as the line in Fig. 5 and S7. As can be seen,even though both particle sizes are constant (i.e. the number of layers),
thepopulationwith low nL is increasing at the expense of thepopulation
with large nL as the salt concentration rises.
As the amount of PEG2K is increased to 10%, the differences between
both methods increase even further. Now at 50 mM NaCl, the large nL
population is barely seen, and furthermore, has only about 14 layers,
as compared to 5% PEG2K. At 100 mM NaCl, all the complexes are
already very loose with nL equal to 3 or lower. The peak at low
q ≈ 0.06 Å−1, discussed before, also becomes visible at this point,
overlapping with the LαC peak. For this reason, we ﬁt both peaks si-
multaneously (sum of both peaks), in order to deconvolute them
(Fig. 4c).
In some complexes prepared in salt (mainly at 5% PEG2K), the obser-
vation of the coexistence of two populations (high nL coexisting with
low nL) instead of one population with average nL is not trivial. One
hypothesis that can justify this behavior would be the existence of
some polydispersity in the amount of PEG2K in the membranes.
Hence, bilayers richer in PEG2K would behave more as the 10% PEG2K
case, in which a smaller nL is observed, whereas bilayers poorer in
PEG2K would behave more as 0% PEG2K, in which a larger nL is also
observed. Alternatively, the lowpopulation complex statemay be kinet-
ically trapped.
These overall trends are similar for ρ = 0.5 (c.f. supporting informa-
tion), and seem to indicate that it is the combination of PEG2K plus
salinity of the medium that affects complex formation, since as was
seen, in the absence of salt, high membrane charge density complexes
form with 5 and 10% PEG2K, and non-PEGylated complexes also form
at 150 mM NaCl and DMEM. As will be further discussed below, these
observations seem to indicate that at low salt the electrostatic attraction
between cationic liposome and DNA is still dominant over the repulsive
steric force of PEG2K. However, since the most common effect of salt is
to screen electrostatic interactions, weakening them, at high salt con-
centrations the magnitude of the electrostatic force becomes compara-
ble to the steric repulsion, leading to a progressive destabilization of
PEGylated complexes. The fact that complexes formed in water and
transferred to saline media hold their structure seems to indicate that
complexes are equilibrium structures. So, the destabilizing effect of
combined PEG2K and salt is probably due to the kinetic barrier for com-
plex formation, but not very important in theﬁnal equilibriumenergy of
the complexes.
3.3. Low membrane charge density and a new regime
Overall, at low σM, complexes follow a similar trend to the high σM
ones, i.e. complexes where salt is added after have a large number of
lamellar layers when compared to the ones prepared already in salt
(Figs. S3, S4 and S7 in SI). In this case, however, since the electrostatics
(which favor complex formation) are further weakened (lower σM),
addition of salt has an even stronger effect. This also brings some addi-
tional effects, not visible at high σM. Most notably, a new regime where
complex formation does not occur is entered for 10% PEG2K, when DNA
and cationic liposome are mixed in the presence of high salt.
Non-PEGylated complexes (c.f. ρ = 3 in Fig. 5d and ρ = 0.5 in
Fig. S7d in SI) have a large number of layers when salt is added after
(nL ≈ 30–60). This number is signiﬁcantly higher than for the high σM
homologues. This does not mean, however, that non-PEGylated low
σM complexes aremore stable than the highσMones. The higher nL like-
ly results from aweaker colloidal stability of the low σM particles, which
results in some aggregation and fusion between complexes, leading to a
higher nL. In the cases where salt is added before complex formation, nL
starts to drop already at 100 mM NaCl, whereas in high σM complexes
this only occurs at 150 mM. Also, nL at this point is signiﬁcantly lower
than at high σM. This is true for ρ = 3 and ρ = 0.5.
PEGylated complexes have a different behavior at low σM. When
complexes are prepared inwater and salt is added afterwards, the com-
plexes are stable for 5% PEG2K, but for 10% PEG2K, the intensity of the
Fig. 5. SAXS-ﬁtting results showing the average number of layers (nL) in high (σM ≈ 11 × 10−3 e·Å−2) and low σM (≈4 × 10−3 e·Å−2) PEG2K–CL–DNA positive complexes (ρ = 3)
prepared with salt (or DMEM) added either after (ﬁlled symbols) or before (open symbols) complex formation. Some samples showed coexistence of two populations (c.f. Fig. 2) with
different average number of layers. In these cases, circles and squares represent the narrow and broad populations respectively, and the orange cross and line represents the relative frac-
tion of the narrow peak area over the sum of both narrow and broad peak areas (%NN/(NN + NB)). (a) 0% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC; 80/20), high σM, ρ = 3; (b) 5% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/
PEG2K; 80/15/5), high σM, ρ = 3; (c) 10% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 80/10/10), high σM, ρ = 3; (d) 0% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC; 30/70), low σM, ρ = 3; (e) 5% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/
PEG2K; 30/65/5), low σM, ρ = 3; (f) 10% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 30/60/10), low σM, ρ = 3. In (d), the two particles with nL ≈ 60 are resolution limited, and their real nL can be
larger.
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seen, especially at ρ = 0.5 (Fig. 6), 10% PEG2K complexes seem to be di-
vided into two populations when prepared in water (“after” method),
as the Bragg peak for the LαC phase seems a superposition of one narrow
and one broad peak. This is similar to the behavior observed at high σM
with 5% PEG2K complexes when prepared in salt. In addition, there is
also a peak at lower q (≈0.07 Å−1),1 that we attribute to excess lipid,
which also suggests that under these conditions of high PEG2K mol%
and low σM, complexation is not as complete as in the remaining com-
positions. It is however, when complexes are prepared in salt that the
major differences are observed.
When prepared in salt (“before” method), the behavior of 5% and
10% PEG2K systems becomes signiﬁcantly different, with ρ starting to
play a more important role. At 50 mM salt, 5% PEG2K (ρ = 3 and
ρ = 0.5) systems show a narrow LαC peak coexisting with a broad LαC
peak, and another broad peak at q close to 0.07 Å−1 (Figs. S4 and S5,
SI). At 100 mM salt and above, ρ = 3 and ρ = 0.5 complexes start to
behave differently. For ρ = 3 the LαC peak one would expect to observe
at q ≈ 0.09 Å−1 (from comparisonwith the “after”method) is replaced
by two convoluted broad peaks at q ≈ 0.07 and q ≈ 0.11 Å−1, and
another broad peak (probably the harmonic of the ﬁrst two peaks, con-
voluted into one peak) at q ≈ 0.17 Å−1. At ρ = 0.5 the LαC broad peak
(q ≈ 0.09 Å−1) remains throughout thewhole salt range. These results
are conﬁrmed if one looks also at the dependency of ρ for ﬁxed 150 mM
salt and DMEM (Fig. 7). As can be seen, in both salt and DMEM cases,
the LαC broad peak is observed at ρ = 0.5. At ρ = 1 the LαC peak is still
present, but now, it seems overlapping with another peak at lower q.
At ρ = 3 the LαC peak is replaced by the two convoluted peaks1 For the estimation of nL we ﬁt the 3 peaks simultaneously so that their individual con-
tributions can be decoupled. The existence of the broad peak is not as obvious as in the
preceding cases due to thepresence of the peak at q ≈ 0.07 Å−1. Nonetheless,we decided
to include the nL values obtained in the ﬁtting of the LαC broad peak (q ≈ 0.09 Å−1) in
Figs. 5 and S7, even if here this value is more uncertain.mentioned before. In Fig. 7c the signal from the pellets is compared
with the supernatant (which is likely to be composed of excess lipid
alone). As can be seen, the two overlapped broad peaks are also ob-
served in the supernatant, for all ρ. This suggests that the two broad
peaks are coming from the lipid alone, and not from complexes. In addi-
tion, as can be seen in Fig. S6, liposomes of low σM with 5% PEG2K (no
DNA), which are stable in water, and show no clouding in 150 mM
NaCl, develop two broad peakswhen transferred to salt. It is not entirely
clear if this change in scattering caused by salt is due to a change in the
form factor or structure factor (or even both), but importantly, these
two peaks are similar to what is observed in the CL–DNA systems.
Hence, these two main peaks observed are from the lipid alone. The q
peak positions of the two peaks with or without DNA are not exactly
the same, which is probably a result of the different solution properties
(e.g. differences in the solvent osmotic pressure, caused by DNA).
Since the LαC peak is observed at ρ = 0.5, it seems plausible that it is
still present at ρ = 3, but due to the much higher amount of lipid
(higher ρ), its signal is not visible. Colocalization also suggests this
hypothesis (Fig. S1 in SI). Even though colocalization cannot clearly dif-
ferentiate between real complexes or the case of just association/aggre-
gation between lipid and DNA, the fact that the colocalized intensity in
this system is similar tomost of the other systemswith exception of 10%
PEG2K system at low σM (whichwill be discussed below), suggests that
indeed complexes also form at ρ = 3 and ρ = 5.
At 10% PEG2K a similar behavior is observed, but again, like in the
high σM case, the higher amount of polymer induces more drastic
changes in the behavior. At low salt (50 mM for ρ = 3; 50 and
100 mM for ρ = 0.5), coexistence of the LαC peak (q ≈ 0.087 Å−1, iden-
tical to the complexes where salt is added after) with two more broad
peaks is still observed (Figs. 6, S3 and S4). However, at 150 mM NaCl
and DMEM the LαC peak is not visible anymore, and the broad peaks
are replaced by three sharp peaks with q00l/q001 = 1,2,3, in agreement
with a lamellar phase. Also here this sharp lamellar phase is more
clear for ρ = 3, than ρ = 0.5, since in the former, the sharp lamellar
Fig. 6. SAXS proﬁles of low σM (≈4 × 10−3 e·Å−2), 10% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K;
30/60/10) systems as a function of salt concentration and compared to DMEM, at ρ =
0.5. Black lines: complexes prepared in water (“after” method), with salt or DMEM
added post complexation; gray lines: complexes prepared in salt or DMEM (“before”
method). The LαC peak is clearly visible in the complexeswhere salt is added after complex-
ation. In this case, however, it is divided in one narrow peak, overlaid on a broad peak, in-
dicating coexistence of particles with large and small nL. In the complexes where 50 mM
salt is added before, there is still a reminiscent broad peak from the LαC phase surrounded
by two more broad peaks at low and high q. At higher salt concentrations, the LαC phase is
not visible any longer (at least at q ≈ 0.09 Å−1, as in the “after” complexes). At 100 mM
NaCl, there is one broad peak at q ≈ 0.1 Å−1, which could result from complexation of
DNA with demixed lipid rich in DOTAP. In DMEM, a lamellar phase of essentially non-
complexed lipid with spacing controlled by the amount of PEG2K is observed.
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phase only appears in DMEM. Also in this case, the extra peak that starts
appearing at low q and low salt is visible also in the pure lipid–salt sys-
tem (Fig. S6), indicating that rather than complexingwithDNA, the lipid
is undergoing a different pathway. The scenario of aggregation into
multilamellar vesicles seems a strong hypothesis. The high PEG2K sur-
face coverage should be enough to prevent aggregation of these lipo-
somes, so one hypothesis could be the aggregation being facilitated by
aminute amount of DNA, that would help bring the liposomes together,
but not induce a strong enough interaction to originate a complex with
the typical water layer thickness of 25 Å. Instead, the spacing of these
multilamellar vesicles would be controlled by the amount of PEG2K
in the membranes. The peak position at q ≈ 0.06 Å−1 corresponds
to a real space dimension of ≈10 nm, which correlates well with
the sum of the bilayer thickness (≈4 nm) plus two times PEG2K Rg
(2 × 3.5 nm). The sharp peaks reﬂect a large number of layers:
nL ≈ 10–20. In the colocalization experiments, a reduced (but not
negligible) colocalization was observed for 10% PEG2K when com-
pared with the remaining systems (c.f. Figs. 1 and S1 in SI). This indi-
cates that under these extreme conditions, DNA and lipid still partially
associate or aggregate, but complexation involving the rearrangement
and formation of the LαC phase has not occurred.
In the 10% PEG2K ρ = 0.5 system, it is unclear if the second peak at
q ≈ 0.1 Å−1 found for 100 mM NaCl could correspond to a LαC or not.
The spacing d ≈ 6.2 nm is similar to the one found for high σM com-
plexes (5.7–6.3 nm), which could correspond to a scenario where somelipid demixing into domains richer in DOTAP (or poorer in PEG2K) had
occurred, driving some complexationwith adifferentmembrane compo-
sition to the one expected. For this reason, we tentatively attribute this
phase to the LαC noting that some lipid demixing may have occurred.
3.4. Summary of the experimental results
These experimental observations can be compiled in a phase dia-
gram scheme (which includes kinetically trapped states) reﬂecting the
overall phase behavior at high salt (Fig. 8). As is patent, thephase behav-
ior is modulated by (i) the preparation method; (ii) amount of PEG2K;
(iii)membrane charge density (σM); and (iv) amount of salt. Complexes
formed in water, with salt added afterwards always form stable com-
plexes (the only partial exception is at low σM with 10% PEG2K, where
two nL populations are obtained, instead of just one). When complexes
are formed in the presence of salt, their structure is highly affected. At
high σM, complexes still form, but they are affected by the amount of
PEG2K and salt. At low σM, complexation with PEGylated liposomes
becomes weaker for increasing amounts of salt. This is reﬂected in the
signal from the liposomes alone, which do not complex. At 150 mM
and DMEM, 5% PEG2K systems only show complexes at ρ = 0.5 and
ρ = 1. At ρ = 3 the lipid signal completely obscures any hypothetical
signal from complexes, even though their presence is suggested also
by colocalization. At high salt conditions, the 10% PEG2K system does
not show scattering signal attributable to complexes. A lamellar phase
(likely in the form of multilamellar vesicles) nearly depleted of DNA is
observed instead.
The fact that both types of complexes are stable through time
suggests that this LαC phase is the equilibrium structure. The ﬁnal
size distribution (namely the number of layers nL) is however con-
trolled kinetically.
4. Modeling and discussion
Although the main driving force for complexation is thought to be
simply the high entropic gain due to the release of the inorganic coun-
terions when DNA and cationic lipid neutralize each other [7,40,41],
the actual mechanism leading to the ﬁnal compacted state is presum-
ably more complex, and involves several steps. It has been suggested
[51–54] that when the cationic liposomes and DNA are ﬁrst mixed,
the ﬁrst step involves coating of the liposomes with DNA. We hypothe-
size that the degree of coating will be highly polydisperse (which will
reﬂect on a χ parameter, to be deﬁned later), giving rise to a broad dis-
tribution of liposome charges, from positive to negatively overcharged.
In a subsequent step, a second liposome (coated or naked in DNA)
attaches to the ﬁrst, forming a lipid-DNA-lipid contact area. Here, we
also hypothesize that attachment will be favored between liposomes
overcharged with DNA (hence negative) with liposomes barely coated,
since these conditions should maximize electrostatic attraction and
counterion release. After these two initial steps, the two liposomes can
either fuse, or the second can break and roll over the ﬁrst, forming a
liposome with two bilayers. This second process can continue n more
steps, giving rise to a CL–DNA complex with approximately n layers.
By adding PEG2K to the lipid bilayers, we believe that the most pro-
found effects will be on (i) opposing the attachment of the second (par-
tially coated or uncoated) liposome to the ﬁrst (coated) liposome, and
on (ii) the coating of the second ruptured liposome over the ﬁrst
(intact) liposome. Both of these steps involve conﬁnement of PEG2K
to a smaller region, leading to a steric repulsive force opposing them,
and should constitute rate-limiting steps in PEG2K–CL–DNA complexa-
tion. Hence, the formation of PEG2K–CL–DNA complexes results mainly
from a balance of electrostatic (here, mainly of attractive nature); and
steric forces (repulsive). While the second process, involving vesicle
rupture and curvature change, seems somewhat complicated to
model using simple mean-ﬁeld approaches, the ﬁrst process, at-
tachment, can be modeled (assuming some approximations) by
Fig. 7. SAXSproﬁles for positive (ρ N 1), isoelectric (ρ = 1) and negative (ρ b 1) complexes of lowσM. (≈4 × 10−3 e·Å−2) and 5% PEG2K (DOTAP/DOPC/PEG2K; 30/65/5) in (a) 150 mM
NaCl; and (b)DMEM. Black lines: complexes prepared inwater (“after”method); gray lines: complexes prepared in salt (“before”method). In (c) theρ = 1andρ = 3complexes from the
“before”method are plotted togetherwith the supernatant (gray lines). The blue line is a guide for the eye, centered at the q of the low q (≈0.7 Å−1) peak. As can be conﬁrmed, this peak is
also present in the supernatant, and is more evident at ρ = 3 where the LαC peak at q ≈ 0.9 Å−1 has already vanished. At ρ = 1 there are already some traces of the low q peak.
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surfaces (within a Poisson Boltzmann framework) and steric repulsion
caused by polymer conﬁnement.
To model this process, we consider two inﬁnite ﬂat surfaces,
representing the cationic lipid monolayers (i.e. half of the lipid bilayers—
Fig. 9), separated by a water layer of thickness dw, and Debye screening
length λD (c.f. the supporting information for details on how these quan-
tities are calculated and additional comments). The lipid monolayers can
be partially or fully coveredwithDNA rods (or base pairs). EachDNAbase
pair bears two negative charges, which neutralize two charges in the lipid
monolayer. In thismodel, as a simpliﬁcation, the total amount of negative
and positive charges is the same, corresponding to a situation of isoelec-
tric (or neutral) complexes (ρ = 1). This also implies that the total charge
in one side of the cell (lipid monolayer plus any additional absorbed DNA
rod) is equal in magnitude to the total charge in the other side of the cell,
but with opposite signs.2
The electrostatic energy is calculated using a Poisson–Boltzmann
(PB) model, developed by Meier–Koll, Fleck and Von Grünberg [55],
accounting for the Coulomb interaction between oppositely charged
species, and importantly, accounting for the positive entropy gain due
to counterion release (cf. supporting information for the details).
The attraction between two oppositely charged surfaces is max-
imum when one liposome is free of DNA, and the other is fully coat-
ed with DNA, i.e. each positive charge has a DNA base pair attached
to it, which fully inverts the charge of the monolayer to negative2 Two oppositely charged surfaces are always attractive if the magnitude of their mem-
brane charge densities is equal. If themagnitude of themembrane charge density is differ-
ent, the surfaceswill have a long range attraction, but due to the charge densitymismatch,
the surfaces cannot fully neutralize each other, and a remaining amount of counterions
will remain in the space between both surfaces, giving rise to a short-range osmotic repul-
sion. As a simpliﬁcation in our model, we only consider oppositely charged surfaces with
the same charge density (σ+ = −σ−).We believe this is a reasonable approximation due
to the fact that even though at the beginning, most approaching surfaces will have differ-
ent charge densities, the absorbed DNA (which is packed in a 2-D smectic liquid crystal)
can rearrange in the lipid bilayer, allowing for a “good”matching betweenbothmembrane
charge densities. This would correspond to a case where both membranes have equal
charge densities but opposite sign, yielding a purely attractive PB interaction.(the liposome is 100% overcharged in the outer monolayer). Even
though this situation would be barely seen (it is unlikely that DNA
will fully absorb on one cationic liposome, due to electrostatic repul-
sion between the neighboring rods), it would correspond well to the
case of a liposome with excess DNA, attaching to a DNA-free lipo-
some. If, as can be seen in Fig. 9, one DNA rod is shifted to the positive
surface, the effective charge density (ΔσM = χσM) of each monolayer
will decrease by a factor of χ, deﬁned as the cationic monolayer-DNA
neutralization factor (χ = (nCL–2nDNA)/nCL, where nCL stands for the
number of positive charges in the monolayer and nDNA stands for the
number of transferred DNA base pairs), and therefore, the attractive
force will be reduced. This would correspond to a situation where one
liposome with negative charge (partially overcharged with DNA)
would attach to a liposome with net positive charge (partially coated
withDNA, but still with excess positive charge). As soon asDNA and cat-
ionic liposomes are mixed in solution, a distribution with all of these
states should occur, i.e. some liposomes with excess DNA (negatively
charged, χ N 0.5), some neutral (χ = 0.5), and some with deﬁcit of
DNA (positively charged, χ b 0.5). Therefore we calculate the electro-
static interaction for different values of χ, in an attempt to capture this
polydispersity in liposome charge. Another factor that should increase
the variability of χ is the polydispersity of calf thymus DNA. The χ
parameter is therefore crucial in the used model. The effective mem-
brane charge density ΔσM is calculated by ΔσM = e·χ/(dDNA·lbp),
with e the electron's charge. dDNA is ﬁxed to 27.3 Å (the measured
value at high σM and ρ = 1). Since χ is varied systematically, the low
σM complexes are covered (effectively, low σM with χ = 1 is identical
to high σM with χ = 0.6).
When considering the steric repulsion, two regimes can be con-
sidered depending on the amount of PEG2K on the liposome surface:
(i) the mushroom regime, when the distance between nearest
neighbor PEG2K chains is larger than the radius of gyration (Rg) of
each chain (and therefore, the PEG2K chains do not overlap); and
(ii) the brush regime, when this distance is smaller than the polymer
Rg, leading to a nearly full coverage of the liposome surface, and to an
expansion of the polymer outwards of the liposome to minimize the
overlapping of the chains [31]. Through geometric arguments (c.f.
Fig. 8. Schematic of the phase behavior (including kinetically trapped states of complexes) at 50, 100 and150 mMNaCl for positive (ρ = 3) andnegative (ρ = 0.5) complexes. Complexes
where salt is added after complexation always form in this salt range, so the different areas of the diagram correspond only to the complexes prepared in the presence of salt (“before”
method). In region 1, complexes form with a large number of layers. In region two, complexes form with a smaller number of layers (but still signiﬁcant). Very often, coexistence of
two populations is observed, with the population with small number of layers dominating. Region 3 — “complexes barely form” is used for the regions where nL is ≈2, and when
there are differences between ρ = 0.5 and ρ = 3. In region 4, complex formation is not observed, even though it is not clear if a minute amount of complexes may form, but stay
undetected by SAXS. Some colocalization is observed in this region, which could indicate some aggregation between both lipid and liposomes, although, without the structural
rearrangements associated with complex formation. In some cases, the region assignment is tentative (e.g. 5% and 10% PEG2K at low σM and 100 mMNaCl). As can be seen in the ﬁgures,
the non-equilibrium phase behavior is controlled mainly by the amount of salt, %PEG2K and σM, in a way that could be expected by considering that the main contribution to complex
formation is electrostatics (which are screened by salt), and themain force opposing complexation is the steric repulsion provided by PEG2K. Data for 5% PEG2K at 100 mM salt ismissing,
but by comparison with 50 and 150 mM areas, we attribute this region to “complexes barely form”. For 10% PEG2K at 100 mM, the main (broad peak) occurs at 0.1 Å−1 which is higher
than what would be expected for these complexes (should be≈0.09 Å−1). This could either indicate complexation of DNAwith lipid richer in DOTAP (by resemblance with the high σM
case, which could occur if there is partial demixing of lipid), or a different phase.
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timated to be 40 Å for the 5% PEG2K complexes, and 28 Å for the 10%
ones. Since Rg is 35 Å for PEG2K, the 5% PEG2K complexes are in the
mushroom regime, and the 10% ones are in the brush regime.
The steric repulsive potential from PEG2K in the mushroom regime
can be estimated for a theta solvent by [31]
Vmushroom ¼
36
s2
kBT exp −
dw
Rg
 !
: ð3Þ
Since water is a good solvent, the potential as given by Eq. (3) is
somewhat underestimated. The steric repulsive energy arising fromFig. 9. Simpliﬁedmodel for two liposomes approaching each other. Each gray rectanglewith pos
a DNA rod. In this simpliﬁedmodel, the membranes only attract each other if there is a net char
DNA rods, having a negative charge density (σ−), while the one on the left is depleted of DNA, h
layer has exactly the same charge of the other, butwith opposite sign (σ− = −σ+). In (b) oneD
zero, and eachmonolayer still has the same charge of the other with opposite sign. The main d
(nCL–2nDNA)/nCL, where nCL stands for the number of positive charges in the monolayer and
resulting in a weaker attraction. (a) would mimic well the extreme situation where a liposom
where two partially DNA-coated liposomes approach each other. One negatively charged (wit
DNA base pairs, resulting in a net zero charge density and no long-range attraction in the PB m
responds to the LαC phase.PEG2K in the brush regime can be estimated for a good solvent by
[31,56]:
Vbrush ¼
kBT
s3
8LPEG
5
 
2LPEG
dw
  5=4ð Þ
− 4dw
7
 
dw
2LPEG
  3=4ð Þ	 

ð4Þ
where LPEG is the length of the polymer brush extending outward from
the liposome surface. Here, LPEG is estimated to be 65 Å (c.f. supporting
information for details).
Van deWaals attractive and hydration repulsive forces were consid-
ered, but not included in this model, since they are not very relevant at
membrane separations larger than ≈25 Å. Furthermore, the salt and
polymer effects addressed in this problem should have little importanceitive charges represents a cationic lipid outermonolayer, and eachwhite ellipse represents
ge between them. For this reason, in (a), the monolayer on the right is entirely covered by
aving a positive charge density (σ+). The net charge inside the cell is zero, and eachmono-
NA rod is transferred fromonemonolayer to the other. The net charge inside the cell is still
ifference is that now, the net charge of eachmonolayer is decreased by a factor of χ, (χ =
nDNA stands for the number of transferred DNA base pairs), to a value of Δσ (Δσ = χσ),
e saturated with DNA approaches a “naked” liposome, while (b) would mimic a situation
h excess DNA), and the other positively charged. In (c), each monolayer is neutralized by
odel. In (d) the ﬁnal state of each of the (a–c) surfaces at dw = 25 Å is shown, which cor-
Fig. 10. Electrostatic attraction (dashed blue line), steric repulsion (doted red line) and
overall interaction (black line) potentials between two oppositely charged membranes
as a function ofmembrane separation for different values of cationicmonolayer-DNA neu-
tralization values (χ) and Cs. (a) χ = 0.9, no added salt, brush regime (10% PEG2K); (b)
χ = 0.9, 100 mM salt, brush regime (10% PEG2K); and (c) χ = 0.4, 100 mM salt, mush-
room regime (5% PEG2K). The inset in (b) shows a magniﬁcation of the overall potential,
showing the energetic barriersΔV1 and ΔV2, as well as the energy difference between the
two minima (ΔVtot).
3 Again, the situation exactly described by χ = 1 corresponds to that of one liposome
completely saturated with DNA to the point that its charge is exactly inversed (e.g. from
+σ to –σ), interactingwith a DNA-depleted liposome, bearing inmind all the approxima-
tions performed this far, this state could also be considered to mimic with some approxi-
mation that of a DNA-saturated liposome meeting a naked liposome.
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them in the model and have to include more ﬁtting parameters.
Fig. 10 shows the resulting potentials of interaction for particleswith
χ = 0.9with no added salt (only counterions) and100 mMNaCl for the
brush regime (10% PEG2K), and χ = 0.4 and 100 mM NaCl for the
mushroom regime (5% PEG2K). The inﬂuence of electrostatic and steric
interactions becomes immediately evident. The steric potential starts at
zero, and when dw becomes smaller than twice the brush length
(LPEG = 6.5 nm), it starts to rise, reaching a value of about 3.5
kT·nm−2 at dw = 25 Å (Fig. 10a). The mushroom potential is much
weaker as can be seen in Fig. 10c. The electrostatic interaction is at-
tractive (i.e. negative values) and becomes stronger at dw ≈ 8 nm.The amount of salt strongly affects the magnitude and the range of
this force. As can be seen, for the same σM and χ, going from a situa-
tion of no added salt to 100 mMNaCl, drastically reduces the electro-
static attraction. While in the absence of added salt, the total potential
(Vtotal) is almost entirely attractive, and clearly dominated by the elec-
trostatic potential (even in the presence of the polymer brush), in the
presence of 100 mM NaCl, the electrostatic potential reduces signiﬁ-
cantly to a point where it becomes comparable to the opposing steric
repulsion (Fig. 10b). While in Fig. 10a (no added salt) the potential is
highly favorable for attachment, in Fig. 10b (100 mM salt) due to the
weakened electrostatics by salt, when two liposomes approach each
other, they will ﬁrst feel an energy barrier or peak (which we denote
ΔV1 — Fig. 10b), caused by PEG2K. After passing this peak/barrier the
liposomes come to a close separation, which constitutes a minimum
in energy (c.f. the energy well in Fig. 10b at ≈3 nm). For the mem-
branes to separate again, they have to overcome the energy barrier
ΔV2. If the energy difference between these two barriers (ΔVtot =
ΔV2–ΔV1) is negative, or alternatively, if the well at ≈3 nm is lower
in energy than the well at≈14 nm (which means the well at 3 nm is
an absolute energy minimum), attachment of liposomes is favored (as
long as ΔV1 is not very high — c.f. Fig. S8 in SI for plots of ΔV1).
Once the liposomes come to this close distance (in the ﬁrst well) we
consider that the attachment is sticky if ΔVtot is negative. At this point,
three different events can occur. (i) the liposomes can detach (not
very favorable if ΔVtot is indeed negative,); (ii) the vesicles can fuse;
and (iii), one liposome can break, and roll over the intact liposome, coat-
ing it and forming a lipid–DNA–lipid sandwich, i.e. forming a lipid–DNA
complex. (ii) and (iii) were experimentally observed with cryo-TEM
[51]. Hence, if sticky attachment occurs, the probability of complexation
to occur is high. We will come back to this.
Coming back to Fig. 10a, as can be seen, even thought PEG2K op-
poses attachment (hence, complexation), if there is no added salt, the
electrostatic force is still high enough (at least at χ = 0.9) to overcome
this barrier. On the other hand, in the presence of salt, if PEG2Kwere not
present, the electrostatic force would still be high enough to drive com-
plexation (i.e. the total potential would be equal to the blue line in
Fig. 10b). Hence, it becomes clear that it is the combination of both
salt (weakens the electrostatics) and PEG2K (opposes attachment),
that most effectively prevent liposome attachment, which is indeed
what we ﬁnd experimentally. Lowering χ (which effectively is a reduc-
tion in the membrane charge density) also leads to a decrease in the
electrostatic attraction, as can be seen when going from Fig. 10b to c.
The overall potential for χ = 0.4 is still (barely) favorable to attach-
ment, but only because now the steric repulsion is also lower (mush-
room regime). Low σM complexes have weakened electrostatics even
at low salt, and therefore, the destabilizing effect of polymer is felt at
lower amounts of salt.
We have seen that sticky attachment (which ultimately leads to
complexation) between liposomes is favored when ΔVtot is negative.
ΔVtot becomes less negative at: high salt; high PEG2K%; and also when
σMand χ become lower.While the amount of salt, PEG2K%, andnominal
membrane charge density (σM) are well-deﬁned compositional vari-
ables; the χ parameter, should be very broad, and, as an approximation,
we consider that the states from 0 to 13 occur with equal probability. In
Fig. 11 the values ofΔVtot are plotted for different values of χ and salt, for
the mushroom and brush regimes. In the brush regime, for no added
salt, attachment is favored for χ ≥ 0.5. For 50 mM salt, attachment is
favored for χ ≥ 0.7; for 100 mM, for χ N 0.8, and for 150 mM only for
χ N 0.9. Hence, the χ interval favorable for sticky attachment is being
reduced when Cs and amount of PEG2K are being increased. In the
Fig. 11. ΔVtot values for different χ and salt concentrations, and for themushroom (a) and
brush (b) regimes. For a given salt concentration and χ, “sticky” attachment is favored if
ΔVtot is negative. Legend: bottom to top: χ = 1; χ = 0.9; χ = 0.8; χ = 0.7; χ = 0.6;
χ = 0.5; χ = 0.4; χ = 0.3.
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starting at lower χ, due to the weaker PEG2K repulsion. Because larger
χ intervals indicatemore reactive liposomes, and because complexation
only occurs after DNA-coated liposomes attach, the larger χ intervals at
low salt and low PEG2K eventually lead to a higher number of lamellar
layers (nL) in the complexes formed in water when compared to the
ones formed in salt. Because complexation involves more drastic
rearrangements (i.e. outer liposome breakage and rolling/coating over
the inner liposome) and should imply an even greater gain in energy,4
complex formation is almost irreversible under the studied conditions.
I.e. the equilibrium LαC state is reached. This is why complexes formed
in water, with a large number of layers, remain stable after addition of
salt up to 150 mM. Because up to this salt concentration, only the at-
tachment process is signiﬁcantly affected, once this kinetic barrier is
passed, and the complex is formed, complexes remain stable.
As also suggested [51,54], after one outer liposome breaks and rolls
over an inner liposome, forming a new lipid–DNA–lipid sandwich (or
complex), the monolayer that once was in the inner pool, becomes now
exposed to the exterior as the outermost complex layer. This layer has a
higher probability of being free of DNA, which would lead to a higher at-
traction with a DNA-coated liposome. Hence, a freshly formed complex
has a higher chance of attaching to another liposome, than two individual
(non-complexed) liposomes. This brings some cooperativity to the com-
plexationprocess andwould lead to anucleation and growthmechanism,4 Complexation is also favored by the same factors that favor sticky attachment I.e. elec-
trostatics are still the major force keeping DNA and lipid together, and the polymer is still
conﬁned to a small volume. So if ΔVtot is negative (from attachment), the complexation
process should also be favored, with a higher energy gain, but proportional to ΔVtot.controlled by electrostatics (σM, χ, Cs, ρ) and steric polymer repulsions
(%PEG2K).
The overall conclusions so far are also applicable when analyzing the
results of lowmembrane charge density (σM) complexes. In this model,
a low σM complex is effectively similar to a high σM complex with χ =
0.6, and therefore, the number of states χ favoring attachment (and
complex formation) is much reduced. In the mushroom regime, with
no added salt, attachment is favored for 0.3 ≤ χ ≤ 0.6 (≈30% of the
states), and for 150 mM salt, favored for 0.5 ≤ χ ≤ 0.6 (≈10% of the
states). The magnitude of this interval is similar to the one from high
σM complexes with 10% PEG2K (brush regime), and therefore, both
states (low σM in the mushroom regime and high σM in the brush re-
gime) should originate complexes with a similar number of layers.
In the brush regime, the lowmembrane charge density brings more
dramatic effects, as also found experimentally. Now, even in the absence
of added salt, only the χ = 0.5 and χ = 0.6 states are favorable for
attachment, resulting in a smaller number of layers as compared to
the high membrane charge density complexes. In addition, addition of
50 mM of salt drops the electrostatic attraction to values that are
already comparable to the steric repulsion in the brush regime, and at
100 mM salt, ΔVtot is already positive at χ = 0.6. Hence, sticky attach-
ment of the liposomes is not favorable for any χ at low σM and brush re-
gime above 100 mMsalt. The experimental observation that indeed low
σM complexes with 10% PEG2K do not form at Cs ≥ 100 mM(excluding
the possibility of lipid demixing, as pointed out before) suggests the
validity of the overall picture provided with this simple model.
This simple model based on kinetic arguments is also able to explain
why complexes with excess CL (ρ = 3 and 10) have a larger number of
layers when compared to complexes with excess DNA (ρ = 0.5). In
ρ = 0.5 complexes, there is a large excess of DNA, which should lead
to a more homogeneous absorption of DNA over the liposomes. This
should lead to many liposomes with identical σM (i.e. low χ values),
leading to weakened electrostatic attraction between liposomes and
consequently low number of layers. Conversely, for ρ = 3 there is a
large excess of “naked” liposomes, which will attract more strongly to
DNA-coated liposomes (i.e. high χ values), favoring complexes with a
larger number of layers.
5. Conclusions
In this work we have shown that the simple order of mixing (i) cat-
ionic liposome, (ii) DNA and (iii) preparation media, has profound ef-
fects on the formation structure of PEGylated CL–DNA particles. This
behavior is in contrast to that for non-PEGylated complexes, where
the order of mixing is less relevant up to 150 mMNaCl. Complexes pre-
pared in water ﬁrst, and transferred to saline media later, are normally
well structured, with a large number of lamellar layers (nL), and stable
with time. This is almost independent of the PEG2K % and membrane
charge density (σM). Conversely, if complexes are prepared in salt, the
number of layers is reduced drastically. This effect is more evident
with increasing PEG2K coverage and low σM. In the limit of highest cov-
erage studied (10 mol% PEG2K) and lowest σM, complexes do not form
at physiological ionic strength.
Each of these structures (high and low number of layers) is stable
with time, suggesting that despite complex formation being thermody-
namically favored, the complexation process in PEGylated membranes,
which determines the number of layers per particle, is kinetically
controlled.
The results can be explained and modeled by considering a balance
of attractive electrostatic forces (favoring CL–DNA formation) and re-
pulsive steric forces caused by PEG2K (opposing CL–DNA formation)
that are crucial in the attachment of two partially DNA-coated lipo-
somes (what is most likely the rate-limiting step of PEGylated complex
formation). PEG2K opposes the attachment of one DNA-coated lipo-
some to another, but this barrier is overcome by the electrostatic attrac-
tion at low salt conditions. If the salinity of the media increases, the
411B.F.B. Silva et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1838 (2014) 398–412electrostatic attraction is reduced, leading to a decrease in the number
of layers.
This result is relevant for the gene therapy community, since both
the size and number of layers may have implications in the pathways
of gene delivery in vitro and in vivo. In addition, it may be useful for
the development of lipid–DNA particles with controlled number of
layers and/or size.Acknowledgements
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